Personality symbol can cover all the identifications of the brand. It can be the face or the soul of the company. Their effect on the brand image is huge. The research focuses on calculating the roles and effectives of the personality symbols. It aims to bring in suggestions for developing a successful personality symbols and lists advantages and disadvantages of different types of personality symbols. It does a detailed copy testing. Apart from conducting focus groups to analyse how the target market interprets the personality symbols it also conducts in depth interviews both with the advertising agencies and the targeted audiences.
Introduction
1. Dominant, a reader completely agrees with the text. (This is the kind of reading one wish to obtain for the personality symbols).
2. Negotiated reading, the reader partly shares the text's code.
3. Oppositional reader, the reader completely disagrees with the text.
Thus, the production of the personality symbol developed together with the creator (advertising agency) and the reader/target market. For a successful symbol the reading should be a dominant one.
Morley has a slightly different point from Hall. He suggests that any individual or group might operate different decoding strategies in relation to different topics and different contexts. In other words, a person might make dominant reading of the same material (personality symbol) in one context and oppositional in other context.
Morley takes the argument of dominant reading a bit further and from his arguments we can suggest that even a reader completely agrees with the suggested meaning of the personality symbol later by the effect of the other contacts he/she can start decoding the personality symbol in different ways. Therefore, how does the culture or the other receivers apart from the target audiences take part in the meaning creation of the personality symbol have essential effect on the success of the personality symbols. That is to say, others' interpretations have the potential to affect the impact of the personality symbol on the target market. Turkcell's target market has a large range. It defines its target market as the people who like to have full reception and be in the coverage area everywhere they are, at all time. "It aims to reach business people or those whose time is important". According to the research conducted by Ekdi (2005) Turkcell is declared as a prestigious brand among the others and constructs its customer profile accordingly (p.147).
Their first personality symbol was an illusionary/abstract one. He is called Cell-zi, a yellow character dressed liked a waiter with an upper part of its body like a snail and a bottom like a rabbit. According to the information gathered from the advertising agency Cell-zi is a young male who loves to learn.
Cell-zi
In time Cell-zi had friends and family members from different sexes and ages whom had all similar abstract appearances with snail's antennas. For him using technology is a great pleasure. Turkcell has also used many celebrities among its personality symbols. For example, Raga Oktay, Kadir Çöpdemir, Haluk Bilginer and Gürse Birsel. Turkcell's recent personality symbol is called Cello-can. The well know advertiser Serdar Erener says that while he was creating the Cello-can he preferred to touch people's heart not to their mind (Platin Magazine, 2001 ,http://www.reklamazzi.com/reklamcinin-gercek-odulu-yaptigi-isin-populerligidir.1311-71.htm) Cello-cans are different children aged around 4-6. They are dressed up like Cell-zi.
They have a hat which has yellow antennas just like the Cell-zi.
